sing(s) = zero(s) U sing(E). Now consider the following Koszul complex:
where Ai(E) is the sheaf of i-forms on E, O x is the sheaf of analytic maps on X, , and is is the contraction map by s. The homology sheaves JEP of the above complex are coherent skyscraper sheaves on X. The homological index of s at the point p E sing(s) is defined by where H; is the germ of the sheaf Hi at p. The main properties of the homological index are that it coincides with the topological index and satisfies a law of conservation of number, i.e. if V is a relatively compact neighborhood of p such that s is non-vanishing on VB~p~, E is a vector bundle on VB~p~, and s' is a section of Elv close to s, then
The main theorem that we establish in this paper, is that the total sum of homological indices of s is independent of the choice of s. The idea of proof is that we compare the homological index with another index, that we call the differential index, which is defined by localization of the top Chern classes of the coherent sheaves of the local sections of linear fibre spaces. It will be shown that the total sum of differential indices of s is independent of the choice of s. Also the differential index coincides with the usual index, i.e. the intersection number of the zero section and s, and satisfies a law of rigidity Both of indices coincide with the usual index, so when s' is close to s. We show that the space of sections of Elv with an isolated zero at p is connected, dense, and open in the space of sections of Elv. This fact shows that the difference of homological index and differential index is independent of the choice of s. Using this, and the fact that the total sum of the differential indices is independent of the choice of s, we deduce the main theorem.
In section 1, we recall the definition of linear fibre spaces, and some of its properties. For more results concerning linear fibre spaces one may consult [F 1 ] .
In section 2, we shall define the homological index using the notion of Koszul complex for sections of linear fibre spaces which coincides with the topological index. We then study some of its properties.
In the final section, we introduce a differential index for sections of linear fibre spaces by localization of the top Chern classes of the coherent sheaves of the local sections of linear fibre spaces. Using this we prove the total sum of homological indices of a section is independent of the choice of sections. In particular the total sum of homological indices of a vector field on a compact analytic space is independent of the choice of vector fields.
The author would like to thank D. Lehmann for useful remarks, T. Suwa for helpful conservation, the referee for useful comments, and the Institute for Studies in Theoretical Physics and Mathematics for financial support.
Background on linear fibre spaces
We give the necessary background on linear fibre spaces essentially from [Fl] . By definition, a linear fibre space over a complex space X is a unitary X x C-module in the category of complex spaces over X, , i.e. a complex space 2? 2014~ X over X together with composition + : : and ': : (X x C) x xE = C x E -~ E such that the module axioms hold. The axioms imply that every fibre Ex (x E X) is a C-module in the category of complex spaces. By a theorem of Cartier ([0]), Ex is a reduced complex space and hence isomorphic to some Cn, where n depends on x. LEMMA 1.1 ( [P] ).2014 Let E --~ X be a linear fibre space. Then for any point x E X there is an open neighborhood U of x in X such that is isomorphic to a linear subspace of U x C'~ for some n.
We clearly have a canonical isomorphism Homx(X x cn,X x M ( m x n, C~X (X ) ) , i. e. every homomorphism ( : X x C'~ -X x C"2 is given by a holomorphic m x n-matrix (ij on X. We define the kernel of (, denoted by as the complex subspace of X x C'~ generated by the holomorphic functions 03B6i1z1 + ... E to the above sequence we deduce that the sheaf of linear forms of a linear fibre space is a coherent sheaf. Example 1.3. As an important example, the tangent sheaf of an analytic space is a linear fibre space. Example 1.4. -The tangent space of a singular holomorphic foliation on a complex manifold is a linear fibre space. Remark 1.5. We know that the sheaf of linear forms of a linear fibre space is a coherent sheaf. One can prove that the functor from category of linear fibre spaces to category of coherent sheaves, which assign to a linear fibre space its sheaf of linear forms, is an antiequivalence ([Fl] ).
Let E -~ X be a linear fibre space. By the previous lemmas, E) U is where ( : U x C" --~ U x C'n is given by a matrix (~Z~ ). We projectivize every fibre of Ex, x E U, and we may define a projective variety over U, U x Pn_ 1 (C). This is the subspace determined by the homogeneous system of m linear equations with coefficient Given a covering of X with open sets U as above it is obvious how to glue together the local pieces and we obtain P(E) together with a canonical projection map P(7r) : : P(E) ~ X. . It is called the projective variety over X associated to E. We use this fact in the proof of Proposition 2.2.
Homological index
Let X be an n-dimensional compact reduced analytic space with isolated singularities, and E --~ X be a linear fibre space, which is an n-plane holomorphic bundle on X away from a finite number of points; we call this set of points sing(E). . Let s be a section of E --~ X with isolated zeros.
We define sing(s) = zero(s) U sing(E). Now consider the following Koszul complex:
where Ai(E) is the sheaf of i-forms on E, C~X is the sheaf of analytic map on X, and is is the contraction map by s. We fix xo E sing(s). The i-homology of the above complex Hi has its support at xo in a small neighborhood of zo ( [GH] , p. 688, Lemma). Since Hi is a coherent sheaf, we have the following exact sequence in a neighborhood U of Xo :
We denote by ~ the restriction of (~ on the k-component.
is an ideal of (9~ and = {~o}. According to [D2] , dimC Ox0 ker03C6k>x0 ~. We have the following natural exact sequence :
and we obtain dimCHix0 oo. Define the homological index by (see [G] ) Let (X, 0) C 0) be a complete intersection of dimension n with an isolated singularity at 0. s : (X, 0) -0) is a holomorphic map, and s-1(0) _ {0}. We know that (X, 0) has a conic structure at 0 ([Dl], [M] ), and let K be the link of X at 0. We consider the following map K -> and define _ It is obvious that this is independent of the choice of I~.
PROPOSITION. 2.1. -Using the above notations, we have
Proof. Since X is Cohen-Macaulay at 0 and s-1 (o) -~0~, then (si , s2, ... , sn) is a regular sequence in the ring
We have Ho = 0 for i > 0 and Ho = ([GH], p. 688, Lemma). Thus, where O(X, 0) is the germ of C~X at 0. On the other hand we know that there exists a holomorphic map f : 0) -~ (Ck, 0) such that f -1 (0) = X and if f = ( fl, f2, ~ ~ ~ fk), then { fi~ is a set of generator for the ideal defining (X, 0). Now, put Kt = f -1 (t) n where S'E (n+~)-1 is the sphere of radius e centered at 0, and 0 e C 1. Kt is a deformation of Ko, so we have Indo(s) = for 0 « 1. If D f is the critical value of f then D f is an analytic subspace. According to curve selection lemma ( [M] ), there is a real analytic curve, : (0,6~ -> Ck such that ~y(0) = 0 and y((0, 6)) n Df = 0. Put t = ^y(s). For t ~ 0 we have ([GH), p. 666, (e)), i.e., the intersection of the divisors {(sz 1 (0) n f -1 (t)} in the space at point p. Since is smooth (for t ~ 0), then using (d) of (~GH~, p.
665)
Since is the deformation of the divisor f-1i(0), then by (c) of ([GH], p. 664) Let (X, x) C Bi C (C''''t, 0) be a local embedding of X into the unit ball Bi . We will denote X n Br by Xr, where Br is the ball around 0 and radius r « 1. We shall denote the space of continuous section defined on Xr and holomorphic on Xr by
The following proposition and its proof mimic those of a proposition 2.1 in [BG] implies that s + s will have an isolated zero at 0. For if it vanishes on a set of positive dimension passing through 0, this set has an intersection with aXT( Otherwise, one would have a compact analytic subspace in Xr, of positive dimension). This shows that rr is open in rr . Now, given so ~ 0393r and e > 0. To each section s in hr such that ~sf, we may associate the dimension of its critical set at 0, i.e. dim0({s = 0)). Let s be a section where this minimum is attained. We claim that s has an isolated zero at 0. Let P be the projectivized space of linear fibre space E, x : : P -X be the projection map ([Fl]), and Pr = Let A = A 1 U ... U Am be the decomposition into irreducible components of {s = 0~ C Xr passing through 0. By assumption A does not reduce to 0. Let rs c Pr be the closure of the graph of proj(s) on Xr BA. fs has dimension n = dim(Xr). . The intersection of rs with has dimension at most n-1, since it is contained in the boundary of the graph of proj(s) which has dimension n. Since has dimension n -1 + dim(Aj) > n -1, we may choose points in That is, there are points p3 arbitrarily close to 0 and vectors Sj E Epj such that is disjoint from 0393s. Since Xr is a Stein space, there is a section s of such that s = We claim that for small values of t ~ 0, s + t s has critical set at 0 of dimension smaller than the critical set of s, contradicting the choice of S. To see this, let r' r so that A n Xr' = {s = 0~ n Xr~ . Without loss of generality, we may assume that p~ E Xr~ . Let C be the set of points of Xr' x C where vanishes and let p : Xr, x C -~ C be the projection to the second factor. We claim that the Aj's are irreducible components of C. To see this consider (8 + t s ) (p) -0 for p near p~. By our choice of s (p~), one may conclude that s (p) is linearly independent from s(p) 0. Hence This implies that the decomposition into irreducible components of C in a neighborhood of (0,0) is of form C = ~4i U ... Am U Ci U ~ ~ Cr. Hence the irreducible components Ck are not contained in and its intersection with does not contain any of Aj . . By the theorem of upper semi continuity of the dimension of fibres of a holomorphic map, we conclude that (Ci U ... U Cr ) n (to ) has dimension smaller than the dimension of A, for 0. But this set is exactly the critical set of s + This contradicts the hypothesis that minimum dimension of its critical set is attained at 8. Hence 8 has isolated zeros. This shows that rr is dense in rr.
To see that TT is connected, let § and s belong to rr, then consider the family {(1 -+ t
The critical set C of the family consists of (t, p) E C x Xr such that ( ( 1 -t) s + t s ) ( p) = 0. C is an analytic subspace containing the line ,Co = C x ~0~. By hypothesis (0,0) and (1,0) Proof. -Let 7r2 : C x V -~ V be the projection map on the second component. We consider the following complex:
According to the hypothesis the support of homology sheaves is 03C01-finite. It is sufficient to show that each ~r2 nz (E) is Oc-flat. This is a general fact, i.e. if ~' is a coherent sheaf on V then is OT-flat. To see this, we use the following algebraic result. If M is a A-module where A is a local neotherian ring then M is A-flat if and only if Tor1 (A/m, M) = 0, where m is the maximal ideal of A. Since is a coherent sheaf on V, for Po E V, we may obtain a neighborhood U C V of p and the exact sequence
Since the map 7r : T x U --~ U is flat ([F]), by applying 7r2 to the above sequence, we obtain the following exact sequence:
To compute tensor the above exact sequence with C over the ring OT,t and for p E U we obtain:
which is the first complex, but the objects are considered as C-modules. Since it is an exact sequence we have
We will prove the following theorem in the next section. THEOREM 2.5. Let X be an n-dimensional compact reduced analytic space with isolated singularities, E --~ X be a linear fibre space which is an n-plane holomorphic vector bundle on X away from a finite number of points, and s is a section of E --~ X with isolated zeros. Then the total sum is independent of the choice of s. COROLLARY 2.fi. Let X be a compact reduced analytic space with isolated singularities, and v be a holomorphic vector field on X with isolated zeros. Then the total sum independent of the choice of v. Remark 2.7. Let (X, x) be the germ of a reduced analytic space, and vl, , v2, ~ ~ ~ are germs of vector fields on (X, x) such that the vectors v1 (x), v2 {x), ~ ~ ~ are linearly independent. By a theorem of Rossi ([F]), there exist an isomorphism (X, x) = C~ x (X', x'), where (X', x') is the germ of an analytic space. So if (X, x) has an isolated singularity at x, and v is a holomorphic vector field on it, then we have v(x) = 0.
Remark 2.8. -Let M be a complex manifold, and X be an n-dimensional, compact, local complete intersection subspace of M. We know that if N is the normal bundle of X in M away from the singularities of X, then N has a holomorphic extension to a bundle on X ( [LS] ), also we denote it by N.
Suppose N has a smooth extension to a bundle in a neighborhood of X in M. Let v be a holomorphic vector field on M tangent on X. In [LSS] , the LSS-index is defined by localization of the top Chern class of the virtual tangent bundle of X, i.e, N in the neighborhoods of connected components of zero(v) n X. In the case that X is with isolated singularities, and zero(v) n X is a discrete set, we have ( ~LSS~ )
The LSS-index coincides with GSV-index, which is defined in [GSV] , [SS] by the Milnor fibration ( [LSS] ), and where ~(x) is the Milnor number of germ (X, x) ( ~SS~ ) . When X is a hypersurface, X. Gomez-Mont proved the homological index coincides with GSV-index ( [G] ). !7 n 7T ~ (~ == 0 for q' 7~ q, q' E sing(s). We denote the sheaf of real analytic maps on X by A. Consider the following free resolution on U ( [AH] where E-l = 7r*E and V-i = V. If we denote by K(Vi) the curvature tensor of Vi on UB ~, then by Lemma 4.22 of [BB] where e(i) = (-1)i. If we take Now, define the differential index by It must be shown that this is well defined.
Recall the following lemma which is implicit in the proof of Proposition 5.62 in ~BB~. ii) The morphism v -v is identity on MBZ.
iii) The first row is exact on M and the other row are exact on MBZ. iv) Each column is exact on M. v) The diagram is commutative on MBZ.
Assume that we have a connection V for connections ~Z for Ei on M, and ~ is a relative compact neighborhood of Z such that the following diagrams are commutative on ~ :
where E_1 = v and ~_1 = ~. Then there are connections ~7i for IZ on M such that the following diagrams are commutative on MB ~:
where I_ 1 = v, = ~ and we have:
Now we show that the differential index is well defined. To see this, first we show that it is independent of the choice of connections. Let Without loss of generality, we may suppose k = 2n (the length of the sequence), since if k 2n we have the following exact sequence (with the length 2n) :
and if k > 2n, according to syzygy theorem ( [CE] ), the kernel of morphism E2n-l -~ E2n-2 is a coherent sheaf which is locally free and we denote it by where E2n is a vector bundle and EZn is the sheaf of its local sections.
Consider the following commutative diagram whose rows and columns are exact:
Lemma 3.1 shows that the indices defined by the rows of above diagram coincide. Finally, if is another exact sequence on U, we take W C U to be a relative compact open subset of U containing ~-i (q) . By the comparison proposition 6.5 in [BB] , there are the following exact sequence and commutative diagrams on W:
where the morphism x*E ~aX ,~l ---~ x*E A is the identity and the columns of above diagrams are exact. Lemma 3.1 shows that the indices defined by the rows of above diagrams coincide. a LEMMA 3.2.2014 When X is smooth at q and E is a vector bundle in a neighborhood of q then Inddi f (s, q) coincides with the ordinary index.
Proof. -Without loss of generality, we may assume E = TX in a neighborhood of q and s is a vector field in a neighborhood of q and s(q) = 0. By the remarks 8.8 of [BB] , there is a connection V for TX in a neighborhood U of q such that on UB 03A3, we have ~s = 0, ~03BD = [s, v] for any holomorphic vector field v on U, where £ is a compact subset of U and q ~ 03A3. By definition, we have I ndd2 f ( s, q) = f U and by propositions 8. 38, 8. 67 in [BB] , f ~ coincides with ordinary index. o THEOREM 3.3. Let X be an n-dimensional compact reduced analytic space with isolated singularities, E --~ X be a linear fibre space which is an n-plane holomorphic bundle on X away from a finite number of points. If s is a section of E -~ X with isolated zeros, then we have:
where : X -~ X is a desingularization.
Proof. -There is an exact sequence on X For each q E sing(s), take Uq a neighborhood of ~r-1 (q) and ~q a compact 0 subset of Uq such that 03C0-1(q) ~03A3q, and Uq n Uq' = for q ~ q'. Let b e a connection for the bundle such that = 0. We have the following exact sequence on : By lemma 5.26 in [BB] , there are connections Vi's for JE~ 's on X such that the following diagrams are commutative on XB : where E-i = 7r*E and V-i = V. We know that pl, ~ ~ ~ , p~)~ and ... , pk~ _ ~n(p~ -0 on XB U ~q, so
Fix q E sing(s). Let U be a neighborhood of q such that U n (sing(s) -{q}) = 0, st is a one parameter family of sections with isolated zeros, sing(st) n aU = ~ and so = s. We obtain the following exact sequence on ~-1(Uq) :
Let p : 7r-~(!7) x [0, 1] -~ 7r-l(U) and t : 7r-~(!7) x [0,1] -[0,1] be projections. Consider the following exact sequence on 7r"~(!7q) x [0,1]: s(p, t) = St(p) is a section of the bundle on 03C0-1(Uq) x [0, 1]. Let Z = Using(st), and 03A3 is a relatively compact subset of U such that Z ~03A3 (note that Z n 8U = 0). We take a connection V for the bundle on x (0,1~ such that ~s = 0 and ~i 's are connections for p*Ei 's on x [0,1] such that the following diagrams are commutative on 0 3 C 0 -1 ( U B 0 3 A 3 ) [ 0 , 1 ] : where p* E_1 = and ~-1 = V. We define maps it : : 03C0-1(U) -1 (v) x f ~,1] by it(p) = (p, t). we have crn(vo, vi, -.. , Vk) = = 0 on ~r-1 ( IIB ~) x ~0,1~ . Then there are forms wt with compact support such that i*t03C3n(~0,~1,...,~k)-i*003C3n(~0,~1 ,..., vk) -d03C9t.
By definition
Inddif(st, q) = U i * t 0 3 C 3 n ( 0 , 1 , ... , ~k). Finally Proof. - We use a technique which was first used in [G] . Let st be a deformation of s such that st have isolated zeros in U, and sing(st ) n8U = 0.
By the Law of conservation and the Law of rigidity Since U -q is smooth and is a vector bundle, so both of Inddif(st, q') and q') coincide with the ordinary index for q' ,~ q. Then Indhom (-, q_) -Inddif (-, q) is locally constant on the space of holomorphic sections on U which have isolated zero at q. Since this space is connected, Indhom(s, q) -Inddif(s, q) is independent of the choice of s. o Now theorem 2.5 is a consequence of theorem 3.3 and lemma 3.5.
Remark 3.6. -The "differential index" is not an invariant of section of linear fibre space alone, it depends on the choice of resolution as well. One can see this directly or using Theorem 3.3. This is not a problem however, since we are only using this index to show that the homological index is well defined, a different resolution will give a different k in lemma 3.5 but always independent of the selected s, as it is shown in lemma 3.5.
